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ABSTRACT 
\--. 
This thesis project proposes a method of defining "ar-
tificial" general boundaries to trim the B-spline type "base 
surface". The general boundary consists of free-form surface 
curves and is defined as either an outer type one or an ~nner 
type one (hole, island). A base surface can be trimmed by one 
outer type and multiple inner type general boundaries and two 
already trimmed surfaces can be joined together along their 
common general boundary with approximated c0 or c1 continuity 
to synthesize very complicated surfaces. 
The general boundary, in many cases, is generated as a 
. 
result of surface intersection or offset surface intersec-
~ion. A new algorithm which is basically a combination of 
-. . 
both the subdivision and Newton's method has been developed 
to solve the arising intersection problems. The subdivision 
method is used to find the first point for each intersection 
curve, starting from the second one, Newton's method is 
employed. An dedicated algorithm is developed to predict the 
initial values needed by the Newton's method and a new con-
cept "engaging direction" is also introduced to enhance the 
converging speed. As a result, the number of iterations are 
remarkably reduced and all points on a particular intersec-
tion curve are automatically distributed in not only the 
.. 
correct order but also an optimal manner. 
An interactive, menu driven prototype program based on 
·1 
.. 
. 
the approa his developed ~hich can be used to model the 
geometry o parts composed of complex free form surfaces. It 
can al~ communicate with other CAD/CAM systems through inte-
rf ads to transfer both geometric and NC data to those sys-
terns. 
~ -...... 
·. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRO DU.CT ION 
1.1 Sculptured Surface Modelling and current Problems 
Computer Aided Geometric Design (CAGD) plays ~prominent 
role in the field of CAD/CAM. Once the ~metry of a three 
dimensional object is defined, many further engineering ap-
plications such as drafting, finite element analysis and 
planning of NC machining can be performed. 
The CAGD can be ~enerally divided into two sub-areas: 
sculptured surface modelling and solid modelling because of 
different underlying theory and practices [l]. Sculptured 
surface modelling studies methods of representing shapes such 
as the bodies of a car or an airplane. Thef~ are already 
many methods for representing sculptured surfaces based on 
the approaches of Coons [2], Bezier [3] and Riesenfeld [4], 
but there still remain many problems in their practical use. 
Many of these problems arises from the fact that the 
surfaces must be composed of rectangular patches, i.e. for a 
vector valued function (geometrically it represents a 3-D 
parametric surface) 
S(u,v)=;{x(u,v),y(u,v),z(u,v)} (1.1) 
the parametric variables belong to a rectangular domain, 
typically the unit square O<u,v<l. This results in the res-
triction that the surface patch must be topologically rectan-
3 
" 
I 
. . ,· ~ 
' 
.. 
gular. Although triangular sculptured surface patches can be 
generated by using special techniques [5], their practical 
.. 
use is not yet'generally accepted. It is clear that by using 
only topologically rectangular patches, complicated shapes 
........ 
such as ·the geometry of a helmet can not be modeled (Fig. 1). 
1.2 The Concept of General Boundary 
r~ 
The general boundary concept is introduced to solve the 
above mentioned problem. A general bounda~y consists of a 
number of curves defined on the supporting surface called 
"base surface". Each general boundary can be defined as 
either an outer type one or an inner type one (hole, is-
land). A base surf ace can be trimmed by multiple inner type 
plus one outer type general boundaries (Fig. 2). The use of 
these trimmed surfaces g~eatly increases the flexibility of 
the sculptured surface modelling. 
1.3 The Definition ~f Uniform Bi-cubic B-spline surface 
Although the base surface can be any type of sculptured 
. 
surface, a specific one has to be chosen for the prototype 
program. The selection was the uniform bi-cubic B-spline 
surface because it has following strong points: 
• 
It is easy to modify by manipulating its control 
vertices and the modification has only local effects. 
·4 
. 
• 
• It has everywhere a c2 continuity which means not 
only the preferable smooth but also more efficiency in 
some important operations such .as surface·and offset 
surface intersection calculation • 
• It is more compact to store and manipulate from the 
database management point of view and more efficient to 
evaluate in surface rendering or cutter path generation. 
A bi-cubic B-spline surface can be defined from a set of 
frame curves which are uniform cubic B-spline curves (Fig. 3) 
having the following mathematical definition (6]: 
where 
Bi(u)=!h{x(u),y(u),z(u)} 
-
{Ui} [ (u-i) 3 (J-i) 2 (u-i) 1] 
{Vi}-(vi Vi+l Vi+2 Vi+3J 
Bi(u) is a point on the ith segment of the curve with u as 
the parameter; vi is the i th control vertex of the B-spl ine 
curve; n is the number of data points, so n+2 is the number 
of control vertices, n-1 is the number of segments; [BniJ is 
a 4 X 4 coefficient matrix which varies with n and i for 
Bezier type of epd configuration (Table 1). 
I 
-· ' Uniform cubic B-spline curve depends only on the n+2 
control vertices which can be defined in either of the follo-
wing two ways: 
5 
.1 
• By directly inputting them, the way is most used for 
the "ab ini to" design . 
• By inverse approach of interpolating a set of ~iven 
data points under two given boundary conditions [6]. 
It is required that the given data points should be· 
· spaced uniformly enough, otherwise the curve may pick some 
undesirable osciUlations. In [7] a method is presented to 
1 
·deal with the problem which can significantly relax the 
restriction. 
A uniform bi-cubic B-spline surface is generated through 
the interpolation of the corresponding control vertices of 
each frame curve in the cross direction (Fig. 3), and the 
solution vectors all together will compose the control poly-
hedron of the surface. 
The mathematical definition for a uniform bi-cubic B- ) 
Spline surface is [6]: 
.. 
(l .• 3l 
Where 
-
sij(u,v)={x(u,v),y(u,v),z(u,v)} 
{Ui}=[ (u-i) 3 (u-i) 2 (u-i) l] i~u~i+l 
{ V , } = ( (v-j) 3 (v-j ) 2 (v-j) 1] 
. J j~v~j+l 
-sij(u,v) is a point on the i,j's patch with u and v as the 
parameters; [Vij] is a 4 X 4 tensor; [BniJ is a 4 X 4 coeffi-
6 
l 
.J/ 
cient matrix; m and n are .. the number of control points in U 
and V direction respectively. 
Here the restriction is that all the frame curves should 
'\ have the same flow direction and the same number of control 
vertices. 
··.- ..... 
.. 
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CHAPTER 2 
SURFACE MODELLING WITH GENERAL BOUNDARY 
2.1 Surface Curve Definition 
A surface curve is a genetic curve defined on the base 
surface. If the base surface is a parametric one as is de-
fined in (1.1), the corresponding surface curve can be de-
fined also as a parametric one: 
-C(t)={x(u(t),v(t)),y(u(t),v(t)),z(u(t),v(t))} 
-C(t) has an image curve on the parametric plane u-v asso-
ciated with S(u,v) 
-Ci (. t :)>= { .u.:( t) , V ( t) } (2.2) 
Ci(t) can be a straight line, an arc, a spline or any other 
type. Currently the cubic B-spline curve is used: 
(2.3) 
the definition here is basically the same as that is in (1.2) 
except that now 
is a 2-D vector on the u-v plane which maps a corresponding 
( 
point on the base surface. 
Due to the property of cubic B-spline, it can exactly 
represent a straight line, hence any isoparametric curve on a 
·a ... 
·~·.: 
,;;;i':l 
base surface can be well represented. 
2.2 General Boundary Definition 
A general boundary consists of a number of sur-
, .- ·- p 
face curves and mostly it is defined in one of the following 
-
two ways: 
i. By projecting a curve onto a surface. 
ii. By surface or offset surface intersection. 
As i can be achieved by determining the intersection 
between the surface and a ruled surface which is generated by 
extruding the curve in the projection direction, it can be 
considered as a special case of ii. 
Apparently the general boundary approach relies on the 
solution of surface intersection problem which will be discu-
ssed in Chapter 3. 
2.3 Inner and Outer General Boundaries 
Some of the basic regulations applied on general bounda-
• r1es are: 
• A general boundary can be either an inner one or an 
outer one, but one surface can have only one outer 
boundary • 
• Every general boundary is closed and an inner boundary 
should not be enclosed by another inner boundary • 
• Two general boundaries should not intersect each ot-
9 
) 
her. 
2.4 Rendering Surface with General Boundaries 
The common way to render a surface is to draw a set of 
.. ·., 
isoparametric curves on it. Since all the general boundaries 
are closed and each isoparametric curve matches a straight 
line on the u-v plane, except for some extreme case, the line 
must have totally an even number (including O) of intersec-
tion points with the boundaries. Thus a U-curve with V=Vo has 
2k intersection points (u1 ,u2 , ... u 2k) with all the general 
boundaries. If these intersection points are sorted in the 
order as 
Ul <U2< • • • • <U:·2k 
f 
./ 
starting from the first pair, each segment between the two 
points of each pair will map a piece of isoparametric curve 
on the surface. In this way, any surface with complex bounda-
ries can be successfully rendered (Fig. 4). 
z.S $~rf~d~ Joining Along General Boundary 
If the common boundary is a natural one for both joining 
surfaces, the join can often be done in a close-form which 
means continuity up to a certain order exists every where 
along the joining boundary. However, in prac this kind of 
joining is even more often to be not val ble because of 
10 
lacking flexibility. 
On the other hand, joining along the general boundary 
can be very flexible but usually can not be in close-form 
mathematically, that is, two surfaces are connected only at a 
finite number of points along the com~on boundary, any kind 
of continuity is approximated. This is a trade off, but as 
long as the tolerance can be controlled, which is a measure 
of deviation from the precise surface, it loses no practical 
meaning as an engineering method. Some similarity can be 
found in the "incompatible or non-conforming element" method 
in finite element analysis [8]. 
Judged from the smooth, a joining between two surfaces 
can either be a c0 approximate. one or a c1 approximate one. 
To make it simple, they will be called as c0 joining and c1 
joining respectively. 
A c 0 join is c·omparatively easy to implement (Fig. 5). 
If the common intersection curve between surface A and B is 
made as an inner boundary for A and an outer boundary for B 
respectively, a c0 joining is completed. 
In order to achieve the c1 joining an intermediate 
fillet surface is often needed. A fillet surface here serves 
no other purpose than joining two surfaces smooth. We can use 
,. 
the uniform bi-cubic B-spline surface to define the fillet 
surf ace. Following is the procedures to obtain a c1 joining 
(Fig 6): 
• First define two surface curves on the two joining 
) 
11 
surfaces respectively by the offset surface-offset sur-
face intersection method • 
• Define the surface curve on surface Bas an inner 
general boundary and the surface curve on surface A as 
an outer general boundary, note there will be a gap left 
between them • 
• Evaluate many pair of points each on one surface curve 
(the number depends on the given tolerance), at each 
p·oint evaluate the surface tangent vector which is or-
thogonal to the surface curve at that point . 
• Generate the frame curves from each pair of points 
with the tangent vectors as the boundary conditions. 
Here there is a freedom of adjusting the l~_~th of the 
two slope vectors which may be done interactively . 
• generate the fillet surface from the set of frame 
curves. For this method, the approximated c1 continuity 
is obvious. 
2.6 Surface Modification 
The control vertices for B-spline curve and the control 
vertex polyhedron for the surface trace any change tendency 
on the curve or the surface., this is a very useful property 
for interactive design procedure. Designer can predict the 
shape of the curve or surface by s:i,mply observing their 
associated polygon ·or polyhedron. 
12: 
, " O ",~, :-' 1 'fr .... " • r, • j,.' 'I• " • , f L • j 0 • ..;:- ,. 
.. 
Furthermore, changing a control vertex has a local ef-
fect on B-spline curve or surface. For a cubic B-spline 
,,. 
curve, changing one control vertex only changes at most four 
I;/ 
pieces of adjacent segments, for a bi-cubic B-spline surface 
that is sixteen patches, but if twct. surfaces are joined 
together using the scheme described in 2.5 and if either of 
the joining surfaces is modified the other one will not be 
affected at all, this means better locality in certain sense. 
Since the base surface is generated from a set ~f frame 
curves, it can be altered by redefining the frame curves, 
this is physically analogical to the lofting method using 2-D 
cross-sectional curves. 
In J.-o space, a control vertex can be changed by using 
one of the following three methods: 
• By inputting the increments DX, DY and DZ for a con-
trol vertex . 
• By defining a delimiter plane and making the control 
vertex's movement parallel to the plane • 
• By defining a delimiter straight line and make the 
control vertex's movement parallel to the line. 
Surf ace mod if !cation is very useful for the "ab ini to" 
design so is for the fillet surface construction . 
• 
2. 7 Cutter Path Evaluation for NC Machining: 
) 
Cutter path evaluation is similar to the surface rende-
13 
ring. In practice, different cut steps will be needed when 
machining different areas on a surface. The general boundary 
defined from off-set surface intersection can serve as an 
effective checking curve or delimiter for the cutter motions 
(Fig. 7). 
During the parametric NC machining of a sculptured sur-
face, the cutter end moves along an isoparametric curve on 
I 
the surface, which is, in this particular case, uniform cubic 
B-spline c11rve, so the "convex hull" properties and subdivi-
~- sion algorithm can be well used to control the machining 
tolerance. The procedures are (Fig. 8): 
. 
• Convert the B-spline expression for each segment of 
curve into the corresponding Bernstein-Bezier expression 
[9]: 
where 
[Bnil and {vi} are defined in (1.2), 
four corresponding Bezier control vertices • 
(2.4) 
• Evaluate the maximum distance from the control ver-
tices to the chord connecting the two end points. 
I 
• If the distance is smaller than the given tolerance, 
output the path, otherwise subdivide the curve and go to 
the previous step. 
The strong point for this method is simple and rsliable, 
but the step size tends to be conservative in te·rm$· of opti-
mization. 
14 
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CHAPTER 3 
INTERSECTION CALCULATION IN 
~ GENERAL BOUNDARY DEFI~ITION 
3.1 Parametric and Approximate Approac~~ 
The intersection curve between two surfaces can be de-
fined by (2.1) in a parametric form. - . Only now C(t) lies 
si~ultaneously on two intersecting surfaces (referred as sk 
k=1\2), so it has dual image curves each on one of the para-
\ 
' 
metric planes uk-vk associated with sk (k=l,2) respectively 
(Fig. 9): 
-C k ( t ) = { U-J~. ( t ) , V k ( t ) } (k=l,2) ( 3. l) 
Except for some simpler surfaces such as quadrics, the 
surface intersection problem cannot be attacked analytically 
[10], i.e. we have no close-form representation for either 
C(t) or Ck(t), some kind of approxiination has to be utilized. 
A common approach for this case is to define two cubic 
-spline curves each on one uk-vk (k=l, 2) plane to approximate 
-Ck(t), then either of them is mapped into X-Y-Z space to 
-
obtain an approximated C(t). The method has following advan-
tages: 
-i. Despite the error from approximation, C(t) will at 
least lie on the kth surface provided it is mapped from 
ii. It provides the possibility of solving problems in 
2-D planes uk-vk (k=l,2) instead of in 3-D space X-Y-Z. 
For example, it will be more conv.enient to use Ck(t) to 
trim sk than to use c(t). 
-iii. The approximation for ck (tJ is of order 4 [11], 
hence the approximation for C(t) is also of order 4, 
. ._. .... . 1.e. Ck(t) on uk-vk plane, therefore C(t) 1n X-Y-Z space 
can be approximated to satisfy any pre-set tolerance as 
long as enough number of, correctly ordered and well 
distributed intersection points are provided. 
3.2 Intersection Points .on Intersection Curve 
where 
-An intersection point on C(t) can be defined as: 
Pj=c(tj) 
tj is a fixed value of the t in (3.1). 
Pj also has dual image points: 
• 
(3.2) 
( 3 .3')· 
~J can be determined by calculating the intersection 
between a surface curve on one surface (primary surface) and 
the other surface itself. The surface curve can be simply 
chosen to be an isoparametric one, but obviously this may 
not be the best choice in many cases (Fig. 10). 
. 
/-
3.3 Review of Two Intersection Algorithms 
3.3.1 The Subdivision Method 
As the subdivision method is well introduced by many 
others [12],[13], here it will not.~~ discussed in detail 
instead the following observations are noted: 
• The subdivision method is advantageous for its 
reliability, inherently it can not loose intersection if 
there is any • 
• For the surface curve-surface intersection problem, 
the surface curve should be an isoparametric curve as is 
defined by fixing one parameter in (2.1): 
-S(u,v0 )={x(u,v0 ),y(u,v0),z(u,v0)} l<u<m 
or (3.4) 
-S(u0 ,v)={x(u0 ,v),y(u0 ,v),z(u0 ,v)} l<v<n 
If a type of surface curve other than isoparametric one 
is used, it will cause substantial extra difficulties in 
implementation of the method (i.g. double the order of the 
curve in polynomial case) • 
) 
• For a curve-surface intersection problem, a conventio-
nal subdivision method will stop the subdivision as soon 
as the curve and the surface can be r~presented by a 
piece of straight line and a patch of plane respective-
I 
ly. The real pJ is approximated by the intersection 
point between the line and the plane. Here the under-
17 
.. 
lying problem is the difficulty of obtaining the corres-
• 
ponding Pk simultaneously • 
• To obtain not only pj , but also Pi, we can simply 
keep on subdividing until both the curve and the surface 
I 
converge into close enough to ~-point (PJ), but much 
more computation is expected because the subdivision 
method has a fixed converging speed (=1/2). 
Taking above observations into account, we use the sub-
I 
division method only to "hunt" the first pJ (j=l) for each 
intersection curve, starting from j=2 Newton's method is 
employed. 
- -The intersection between two surfaces s1 and s2 • 1S 
defined by 
applying Newton's method to (3.5) gives 
and 
\ 
18 
(du11 
I I 
I dv1 I 
I I 
ldu2 1 
I I 
1 I 
ldv2 1 
l J 
(3.5) 
( 3. 6) 
.. ): 
(k=l,2) 
. _.;,.:,,;,,;.-
where 
subscript x, y, z denote the corresponding components. 
As there is one more variable than there are equations 
in (3.6), one additional constraint is required which is 
chosen to be 
(3.7) 
where 
• • 
AJ and BJ are constants; 
kO is the number of the primary surface. 
Geometrically (3.7) represents a surface curve on Sko 
(may be an isoparametric one but usually not), thus we are 
. .,. . back to surface curve-surface intersection problem. The dete-
rmination of Aj and Bj in (3.7) • 1S to determine the 
surface curves so as to achieve good point distribution. As 
far as the differential approach 
"engaging direction" represented 
(Fig. 10). 
I is concerned, 
• 
by.dvko = AJ is 
duko 
only the 
important 
3.4 The Determination of the First Intersection Point 
Generally speaking, an intersection curve can be classi-
19 
fied into one of the following two categories according to 
the number of its end points: 
i. Closed (no end points) 
ii. Open (two end points) 
.. 
If an intersection curve between s1 and s2 is an open 
one, its two end points must lie on either 
daries which fortunately are isoparametric curves as is de-
fined in (3.4) (u 0 ,v0=o or 1), so we can resort the subdivi-
sion method to find them. Either of the two end points can be 
chosen to be P1 and the other will serve as the ending point. 
For a closed intersection curve, some user interference 
is needed. For example, the user should set a proper "grid" 
for the primary surface so that at least one of its grid 
curves will "hit" the other surface to produce an intersec-
tion point which will be our P1. 
:J.5 The Determination of Subsequent Intersection Point 
Here only Newton's method is considered and the corres-
ponding equations are already introduced. The remaining prob-
lem is to determine the initial values and the A 1 appearing 
in (3.7). 
Assume S1 is the primary surface and pj is already 
• 
known as well as Pk each on one Uk-vk plane (k=l,2). 
-Note the tangent vector for C(t) can be derived as: 
20 
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i: 
dC(t) = ~s1 du1 + asl dv1 (3.8) dt au1 dt dVl dt 
or 
dC(t) = ~s2 -du2 + as2 dv2 (3.9) dt dU2 dt av2 dt 
-j note at P, dC(t) in "(J.8) is the sam'e as that is in (3.9), 
dt 
so we have 
( 3 .10) 
(3.10) can be arranged into either 
( 3 .11) 
(3.12) 
disregard the "singular point" case where both du1 and dv1 dt dt 
are equal to zero, we have at least one of them not equal to 
zero. Losing no generality, assume du1 = o. From (3.11) we dt 
can evaluate subsequent three derivatives: 
gu2 
1 
-- .... ~ ,_. - -. 
= -det(as1 ~s1 ,~2 ) / det(as1 ,~s2 ,~s2) 
~u1 \v1 av2 ~v1 au2 av2 
'.:j> 
:2'1 
(3.13) 
• 
where 
I Ax Ay Az I 
_ _ _ I I 
det(A,B,C)=IBx By Bzl 
I I 
ICx Cy Czl 
in (3.13) the denominator is assumed.not equal to zero, 
otherwise gu1 , gu2 and dv2 can be 
Vi Vi dvl 
simply neglect the extreme case when 
calculated instead. We 
both the denominator and 
the numerators are equal to zero (geometrically it means the 
I 
two surfaces are tangent to each other at PJ). 
still note 
taking derivative respect to u1 for f gives 
~f + df dv1 + ~f du2 + ~f dv2 
au1 avi dui au2 du1 av2 du1 
( 3. 14) 
so far we have obtained the first and second order derivative 
• for the image curve c1 (t) at a particular image point P1, so 
the "Osculating Circle" approximation method can be utilized 
• • to calculate both the initial points pk+l (k=l,2) and the AJ 
needed in (3.6) and (3. 7) for determining pa+1 (k=l, 2): 
for k=l (the primary surface) 
r cos(d) 
+ I 
L sin(d) 
-sin(d)lfu1- u11 
I I . I I 
cos (d) J 1.v1- v1J 
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( 3. 15) 
where 
) . . 
I 
'-
is the center of the osculating circle; 
d= ± D 
D (>O) is a pre-set value. 
A constraint can be imposed that is 
I 
DSmin ~ dsJ~ DSmax 
where 
I 
is the radius of the curvature at t = tJ; 
DSmin and DSmax are two pre-set values. 
for k=2 (the other surface) 
I. 
, . 
( 3. 16) 
The whole scheme is visualized in Fig. 11 where the 
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geometric meanings of d and dsJ are also illustrated. The 
only detail left is the determination of the sign ford in 
(3.15). A suggested method is to try both the positive and 
the negative values and the Pi+l which is farther from Pi-l 
~ ... ~.,.·_,. I 
will be chosen together with the corresponding 13+1 . 
3.6 The Determination of the Last Intersection Point 
The operation for one intersection curve will stop after 
the last intersection point is detected. A effective method 
is to check each Pf +l parametrically to see if it is already 
out of one of the boundaries (for open curve) or if it is 
between the first and second intersection points (for closed 
curve) (Fig.12). 
-
3.7 Intersection Points Interpolation 
Currently the parametric uniform cubic B-spline curve is 
used to interpolate the above obtained intersection points 
(let the number=n). Details can be found in [6], here only 
the boundary conditions for open curve case are discussed. 
~k dt 
dv1 , du1 from 
To achieve the complete interpolant [11] we need to know 
and dvk (k=l,2) at both ends. From (3.13) we already know 
dt 
with similar approach, it is not difficult to obtain dv2 au 
( 3. 9) . . . 2 (assume both of them have f1n1te values, otherwise 
~l or du2 should be used instead). 
dvl av2 
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note 
(k=l,2) 
for one more equation we impose unit length 
. -
(k=l,2) 
combine (3.17) and (3.18) we have 
(k=l,2) 
where 
K=(vi-vl)/lvi-vil for the starting end 
K=(v~-v~-1)/lv~-v~-ll for the ending end 
to determine the sign. 
3.8 Tolerance Control 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
We symbolically represent the curve which approximates 
-C(t) as B(t), the approximation error can be expressed as 
- -Err=max I C (t) -B (t) I (3.20) 
Practically it is very difficult to detect the t value 
where the maximum error occurs, instead we could check the 
error at the parametric mid-point: 
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• 
where 
l 
Errj=IC(Tj)-B(Tj) I ( j = 1 , 2 , .••• n - 1 ) (3.21) 
. -
tj+l is the ·parameter corresponding to the jth data point for 
-B (t). 
• 
If ErrJ is larger than the given tolerance, a new point 
should be inserted between the jth and (j+l)th data point. On 
the other hand, if Errj and Errj+l are both much smaller 
than the tolerance, it can be considered to remove the 
(j+l) th data point. 
Above operation can be performed separately for k=l, 2 
and should be repeated until the tolerance is satisfied. 
• ····;,"· t'-• 
CHAPTER 4 
PROTOTYPE PROGRAM 
4.1 Program Characteristics 
A prototype program package is developed for modelling 
and NC machining of surfaces with general boundaries (16]. 
The package runs on DEC's VSll color raster graphics terminal 
which is connected to a VAX 11/780 computer and supported by 
a FORTRAN-callable graphics package VS11-3D [14]. 
Currently the program supports the definition of seven 
different entities: 
) 
I 
• POINT--used basically as an intermediate geometric 
entity in the generation of others . 
• VECTOR--a line with flow direction and is defined to 
serve two purposes: 
i. to define constraints in curve generation. 
ii. to define a straight cutter path between two 
cutter locations • 
• CURVE--currently only uniform cubic B-spline curve 
and it is mainly used as an intermediate 
geometric entity in the generation of a surface. 
• 
• 
SURFACE--currently only uniform bi-cubic B-spline 
surface. 
SURFACE POINT--defined through the corresponding 
image point on the parametric plane of a SURFACE 
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and it is also an intermediate geometric entity in 
the surface curve generation. 
-
• SURFACE_CURVE--genetic curve.defined on a surface 
through the corresponding image curve on the para-
metric plane of the same s1:1;-face, generally used 
as a component of the general boundary • 
• GENERAL BOUNDARY--multiple connected surface_curves 
to define an outer or inner type boundary on the 
surface. 
The user can create, edit, transfer, copy, blank, de-
lete, and save each of these entities with the help of exten-
sive view manipulation functions provided by the program. 
Data for the definition of these entities can be input 
either interactively or through a model file written in free 
format by the line editor. The package currently has one 
interface to SDRC's (Structural Dynamics Research Corpora-
tion) solid modelling module GEOMOD. A finished object can be 
transferred to GEOMOD through an output file using "univer-
sal" file format after all the composing surfaces have been 
tiled. 
The package is written in FORTRAN-77 with total 223 
subroutines and approximately 8900 code lines including com-
ments. The routines are grouped together to form 14 different 
sub-modules which are further grouped into 3 main modules: 
• 
ENTITY DEFINITION MODULES,which supports the defini-
tion of the seven entities. 
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• FUNCTION MODULES, which controls the storage manage-
ment, manipulation and display of these entities • 
• INTERACTIVE OPERATION MODULE, w~ich controls the user 
computer interactions. 
Each entity definition module supports functions such as 
'. ' 
create, store, display, edit, transform etc. for that parti-
cular entity. Entity definition modules have interactions 
between themselves as well as with other function modules. 
The inter-relation between modules is shown in diagram 11. 
4.2 Program Operational Description 
The program has a menu driven type of operation. The 
menu structure is analogical to a tree (refer to Appendix A) 
with the selection starting from the root. At every decision 
node, a menu of available options is presented to the user. 
Each menu option might also be branched into another menu 
(submenu). Thus, starting from one menu level, the logical 
control of the program can be affected by selecting options 
through the different menu levels until an end node for a 
decision branch is reached. 
While moving through the branches of the menu tree, it 
is often necessary to back up to a previous menu level or 
start from the top again. These operations are allowed under 
interactive operation module control. 
certain commands sucn as "DRAW" and "EXIT" may be needed 
at every level of the program operation menu tree, so they 
are defined as options of the GLOBAL MENU which has higher 
executive priority than the others. 
Most selections in the prototype program is done with 
the help of the screen "+" graphics cursor. A entity can be 
picked by positioning the+ cursor close to its i.d. point 
which is drawn only during the selection operation in the 
same color as the entity. 
In input data control, the user is provided with default 
values whenever it is possible. This is meaningful for both 
efficiency and convenience. 
4.3 Data Base Management 
Data-base management is one of the most important prob-
lems arising in the development of a prototype program. 
Currently there is still no universally accepted data base 
management system that suits the needs of each individual 
program developer, because the needs can be quite different 
depending on the various type of geometric entities supported 
and the topological relations between them. For this reason, 
A prototype data base management program (DMP) is developed 
in this thesis project which consists of "linked data beads" 
using "ring structure". The DMP is written in FORTRAN-77 with 
~ 
total 22 subroutines to achieve the entire data management. 
The DMP in the package has basically five functions: 
1. Manage the storage space, including: 
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1.1 Initialize the storage space (the array). 
1.2 allocate the adequate continuous space for sto-
ring newly created entity header or entity. If there 
is no space available, connect adjacent smaller idle 
spaces if there is any to obtain a adequate one. 
1.3 Manage the returned free storage space after an 
entity header or an entity is deleted. 
2. Create a new entity header and the associate attri-
butes and add them into the existing ring. 
3. Create/delete entities. 
4. Input/output data to/from a specific entity. 
5. Save/retrieve the data to/from a disk file to make 
the permanent record and meanwhile refresh the working 
space. 
Currently eight different type of entities are defined 
in the prototype program through DMP: 
1. POINT 
2. VECTOR 
3. CURVE. 
4. SURFACE 
5. SURFACE POINT 
6. SURFACE CURVE 
7. GENERAL BOUNDARY 
8. SYSTEM PARAMETER 
Entities 1 through 7 correspond to the seven entities 
defined in 4.1. Entity eight is defined to store system level 
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parameters such as current window number, view angle ect. 
which need to be stored permanently. 
The data stored in the data base.is grouped into number 
of data beads. Each data bead is either an entity header or 
an entity. An entity can acquire a number of· attributes which 
are defined as data entries of different type (integer, real 
or character), dimensions (1,2 or 3-D) and size in each 
dimension. A notable feature is that a size for one attribute 
in one dimension can be either a constant or a data entry 
stored in another attribute in the same entity (see Appendix 
C). Data exchange can be conducted at attribute level and 
variable size data is supported. 
Each entity belongs to a certain entity type according 
to the attributes it owns and is managed by an entity header 
of the same type. Entity headers and entities are both linked 
in a "ring" type structure through forward and backward 
pointers. The data base structure diagram is shown in Diagram 
1. Diagram 2 through 10 shows the internal storage format for 
different entity headers and the corresponding entities .. The 
DMP uses a one dimensional INTEGER*2 array as working space 
to store the data. 
The DMP offers a flexible data structure. An entity 
header together with the associated attributes are defined by 
calling certain FORTRAN routines, so that a new attribute for 
an entity can be easily added or removed, which is inevitab-
le during the development of a prototype program. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION 
As a modelling strategy, the general boundary approach 
greatly increases the flexibility of using sculptured sur-
.... -
faces in geometric modelling but at the price of mathematical 
close-form. This can be justified by considering the fact 
that every curve will become a set of straight lines when 
being rendered or NC machined. 
The strategy seams especially suitable for NC machining 
of parts defined by free-form surfaces with complex bounda-
ries, but its potential for solid modelling using B-REP 
representations is also promising provided enough topological 
information is added to the data base representation of the 
general boundaries. 
There are three noticeable advantages for the intersec-
tion algorithm (Fig. 13): 
i. It can be easily verified that the error in the 
prediction of the initial values in (3.15) is O(d) 3 for 
the primary surface and O(d) 2 for the other surface,so 
that convergency can be guaranteed by reducing the d. 
ii. It uses a nearly optimal "engaging direction" in-
stead of only the isoparametric direction for the invol-
ved surface curve, this will also improve both the 
reliability and efficiency of the implementation of 
Newton's method. 
33 
• iii. Since the pkJ distribution is related with the 
curvature of the Ck(t), there will be more points lo-
cated where the curvature is large and vice versa. This 
is very beneficial for minimizing the number of points 
necessary to satisfy a given tolerance in the interpola-
tion process. 
This algorithm is equally appliable for any parametric 
surface with c2 continuity providing it is eligible for the 
use of subdivision method. Here c2 continuity is required 
because second order derivative appears in the prediction 
algorithm. The surface should also have good parameterization 
and at most finite number of singular points along the C(t), 
so that we can always avoid these points by "perturbing" the 
d. 
The initial value prediction algorithm can also be used 
separately to order the intersection points already found by 
other methods. 
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APPENDIX A 
MENU DESCRIPTION 
The menu structure of this prototype program is a heuri-
stic one which is analogical to a "tree" (refer to Diagram 11 
. -
through 19 ) . Starting from the ·"root" (the main menu), every 
option in the menu tree can be reached by moving through the 
branches. Each option in the current active menu can be 
selected by entering a keyword via the keyboard. Effort has 
been made to make the keywords self-instructive and easy to 
memorize. Usually they are extracted from phrases that ex-
plain the option represented by the keywords. Both the 
keyword and the phrase appear on the screen and they are 
separated by a hyphen. Further information is presented 
following in the alphabetic order for those options which 
are used most often: 
A - ARBITRARY --to create a surface_curve by interpolating 
arbitrarily scattered surface_points on a surface. 
A - AUTO SCALE --to find the scale and viewing center so that 
all entities can be displayed at the possible maximum 
scale on the screen. 
A - AXES --to turn the axes switch on or off because some 
time the display of the axes may not be desired. 
AD - ARRAY DIMENSIONS --this option allows the user to modify 
the dimension of the internal working arrays for the 
storage of the curve and surface type of entity data. 
This will be necessary when exceptionally large curve or 
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surface is to be created. 
B - BLANK/UNBLANK --to blank or unblank the entities. 
c - CURRENT COLOR --to change the current color in which all 
subsequently created entities will be drawn • 
. - -· _, 
co - COPY FROM ANOTHER CURVE --to create a new curve by 
copying a existing one. 
CP - CURV POINT --to create a point on a curve with the curve 
parameter provided. 
CP - CONTROL POINTS INTERPOLATION --to create a curve by 
interpolating a set of control data points. 
csc - COPY FROM SURFACE CURVE --to create a new curve by 
copying an existing surface curve. 
-
CV - CONTROL VERTICES ENTERING --to create a curve by direc-
tly entering a set of control vertices. 
DV - DYNAMIC VIEW --to change the view dynamically with 
single keyboard hit: 
X - to rotate around the x-axis 
Y - to rotate around the Y-axis 
z - to rotate around the z-axis 
R - to move to the right 
L - to move to the left 
U - to move up 
D - to move down 
B - to magnify the picture 
s - to reduce the picture 
F - to double the increment of rotation or translation 
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W - to reduce to half the increment of rotation and 
translation 
M - to change the direction of rotations 
E - to exit 
:E - EDIT -- to enter the edit module tD modify the geometric 
or display data for existing entities such as to modify 
the shape of a curve or the grid number of a surface etc. 
E - ERASE ON/ OFF --to turn the erase switch on or off 
between display frames. 
END - END POINT --to select the end points of a curve or a 
vector. 
FM - FILE MANAGEMENT --to provide file management such as 
renaming current model file, writing universal file etc. 
I - INTERSECTION CURVE --to create a surface curve by finding 
the intersection curve between two surfaces. 
IS - INTERSEC PT BETWEEN ISOPARA CURVE(S) & SURF --to obtain 
the intersection point(s) between one or all isoparametic 
curves on one surface and the other surface itself. 
IT - INTERSECTION TOLERANCE --to change the tolerance used in 
the intersection calculation. 
MFI - MODELLING FILE INPUT --to generate entities by reading 
geometric data from the modelling files. This is an 
alternative to the interactive data entry. 
o - ORIENT --to transform the existing entities by means of 
translation, rotation and scale. 
P - PROJECTING CURVE --to create surface curve by projecting 
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a curve onto a surface 
RN - RENAME CURRENT FILE --to rename the current file thus 
when a SAVE is performed, the part will be stored under 
the new name. 
RT - RENDERING TOLERANCE --to change the rendering tolerance 
. -
for display. 
s - SCREEN POSITION --to indicate a screen position with the 
+ cursor for entering or picking a point. 
SCP - SURFACE CURVE POINT --to define a point on a sur-
face_curve with the parameter provided. 
SP - SYSTEM PARAMETERS --to set or modify the system parame-
ters such as working array dimensions, display tolerance 
etc. 
SP - SURFACE POINT --to define a point on a surface with 
parameters provided. 
·u - CURVE ALONG U-D (ISOPARAMETRIC) --to define an isoparame-
tric curve in U-direction for a given V value. 
UF -UNIVERSAL FILE OUTPUT --with this option, files can be 
output using SDRC's GEOMOD universal file format. All 
surfaces are tiled before being translated. The generated 
file can be read into GEOMOD through the MANAGE OBJECTS; 
TRANSFER; READ UNIVERSAL; commands. The surfaces can be 
displayed in hidden lines removed or shaded image format 
in GEOMOD. 
V -CURVE ALONG V-D(ISOPARAMETRIC) --to define an isoparamet-
ric curve in V-direction for a given U value.· 
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V - VIEW --to manipulate views such as changing eye position, 
zoom etc. 
VN - VIEWING NUMBER --to set one of the four system defined 
views as the current view: 
1. front • view :•. ·-,· _._.,,,;,, . 
,/ 2. side • view 
:,.., 
3. top • view 
4. isometric • view 
voe - VECTOR ON CURVE --to define a tangent vector at a given 
position on a curve. 
vase l-VECTOR ON SURFACE CURVE --to define a tangent vector at 
a given position on a surface curve. 
-
WP - WORKING PLANE --to change the depth of the working plane 
for the current view when entering points using screen 
cursor. 
_.,., 
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APPENDIX B 
WORKING EXAMPLE 
A working example is presented.to show the typical 
operation sequence during the execution of the prototype 
program. In this example the surfaces of a comptiter terminal 
is modeled step by step using various functions provided by 
the program. Following are the procedures: 
1. To begin, a file name is entered (this file will 
store all the information in the data base as a perma-
nent record), at this point, the user interaction is at 
the main menu level. 
2. CREATE mode is chosen from the main menu, then under 
CURVE CREATION mode, four curves are created by inter-
polating data points (Fig. 14). 
3. Under SURFACE CREATION mode, a surface is created by 
interpolating three of the four existing curves (Fig • 
15) • 
4. Now the fourth curve can be projected onto the 
surface to generate a surface_curve under the SUR-
FACE_CURVE CREATION mode (Fig. 16). 
5. The surface can be trimmed by the surface_curve 
created at step 4. This is done by defining the sur-
face curve as a general boundary. At this point, all the 
-
-
curves can be deleted using the DELETE mode (Fig. 17). 
6. A curve can be created by copying the surface cµrve 
-
and the created curve can be scaled and translated to 
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generate a set of curves. Through these curves several 
• 
surfaces can be generated to finish the modelling (Fig. 
18) . 
7. The surf aces representing the geometry can be tiled 
.. -
and transferred to SDRC's GEOMOD module as an object 
through a universal formatted output file and the object 
with hidden lines removed is displayed in GEOMOD. (Fig. 
19) • 
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APPENDIX C 
DATA BASE OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION 
The data base management program {DMP) consists of FOR-
TRAN routines which can be called to perform any operations 
defined on the data base such as entity header creation, 
entity creation and data exchange etc. Following are some 
examples written in FORTRAN codes to show how these opera-
tions are performed. 
CCCCCCC TO CREATE ENTITY HEADERS CCCCCCCC 
c ••.•• To create the entity header for POINT. 
CALL CREENTIT('POIN') 
C the routine is called to create an entity header, note the 
C name is a 4 character keyword 'POIN' that stands for POINT. 
CALL CREATTRI('POIN', 'COLO','INTE(l) ') 
C to create the COLOR attribute, note the attribute's name is 
C also a 4 character keyword and the character string 'IN-
C TE(l)' specifies the data type (INTEGER), the dimension (l-
e D) and the length in a particular dimension (only 1 in 1-D 
Chere). 
CALL CREATTRI('POIN', 'XYZS', 'REAL(3) ') 
C this attribute is the x,y,z values of the point, note the 
C character string 'REAL(3)' specifies the data type and the 
C dimension of the attribute. 
c •..•• To create the entity header for VECTOR. 
CALL CREENTIT('VECT') 
CALL CREATTRI('VECT', 'COLO','INTE(l) ') 
CALL CREATTRI('VECT', 'XYZS','REAL(6) ') 
C XYZS is for storing the two end points. 
c ..... To create the entity header for CURVER. 
CALL CREENTIT('CURV') 
CALL CREATTRI('CURV', 'COLO', 'INTE(l) ') 
CALL CREATTRI('CURV', 'NUMB','INTE(l) ') 
CALL CREATTRI('CURV', 'VERT','REAL(NUMB,3) ') 
c note the dimension size can be defined by another attribute 
c and the attribute VERT (standing for vertices of the B-
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C spline curve) is a 2-D real array. 
C ••••• To create the entity header for SURFACE. 
CALL CREENTIT('SURF') 
CALL CREATTRI('SURF','COLO', 'INTE(l) ') 
CALL CREATTRI('SURF','NUMU', 'INTE(l) ') 
CALL CREATTRI('SURF','NUMV', 'INTE(l) ') 
CALL CREATTRI ( 1 SURF', 1 NGDU 1 , 1 INTE_( 1) 1 ) 
CALL CREATTRI('SURF','NGDV', 1 INTE(l) ') 
C NGDU,NGDV are for storing the grid number in U, V-D 
CALL CREATTRI('SUFF','NSGU', 'INTE(l) ') 
CALL CREATTRI('SURF', 'NSGV','INTE(l) 1 ) 
.. 
C NSGU, NSGV are for storing the segment number in u, V-D 
CALL CREATTRI( 1 SURF','SGU2','INTE(NSGU,2) ') 
CALL CREATRTI( 1 SURF 1 , 1 SGV2','INTE(NSGV,2) 1 ) 
C NGU2, NDV2 are for storing the starting and ending point 
C for each segment. 
CALL CREATTRI('SURF','VERT','REAL(NUMU,NUMV,3) ') 
C ••••• To create the entity header for SURFACE_POINT. 
CALL CREENTIT('SPOI') 
CALL CREATTRI('SPOI', 'COLO', 'INTE(l) ') 
CALL CREATTRI('SPOI', 'PSUR', 'INTE(l) ') 
C PSUR stands for PARENT SURFACE of the SURFACE POINT 
CALL CREATTRI('SPOI','UUVV', 'REAL(2) ') 
,C UUVV is the U-V parameters of the SURFACE_POINT. 
CALL CREATTRI('SPOI', 'XYZS','REAL(3) ') 
C ••••• To create the entity header for SURFACE CURVE. 
-
CALL CREENTIT('SCUR') 
CALL CREATTRI('SCUR','COLO', 'INTE(l) ') 
CALL CREATTRI('SCUR','PSUR', 'INTE(l) ') 
CALL CREATTRI('SCUR', 'NUMB','INIT(l) ') 
CALL CREATTRI('SCUR','VERT', 'REAL(NUMB,2) ') 
·c •..•• To create the entity header for GENERAL_BOUNDARY. 
CALL CREENTIT('GBOU') 
CALL CREATTRI('GBOU','COLO', 'INTE(l) ') 
CALL CREATTRI('GBOU','PSUR','INTE(l) ') 
CALL CREATTRI('GBOU','INOU', 'INTE(l) ') 
C INOU is to specify INNER or OUTER GENERAL BOUNDARY. 
45 
:• CALL CREATTRI('GBOU', 1NUMB','INTE(l) ') 
CALL CREATTRI('GBOU', 'SCUR','INTE(NUMB) 1 ) 
CCCCCCCCCC TO CREATE THE ENTITIES CCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C •.••• Consider only the creation of the POINT entity. Assume 
C the x,y,z coordinates are stored in a real array P(3). 
CALL CREMEMBS('POIN',IDNUMB) 1 t9_get the i.d. number 
CALL IOMEMBER(l,'POIN','COLO',IDNUMB,ICOLOR) ! color 
CALL IOMEMBER(l,'POIN','XYZS',IDNUMB,P) ! the x,y,z 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC TO EXCHANGE DATA CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C ..••• To store the control vertices of a surface 
C database. Assume we have 15 x 12 control vertices 
C in an real 20 X 20 X 3 array called VERTEX and the 
C i.d. number is !SURF. 
CALL IOMEMBER(l,'SURF','NUMU',ISURF,15) 
CALL IOMEMBER(l,'SURF','NUMV',ISURF,12) 
CALL FORMAT (2!0 I 20 I 3) 
into the 
stored 
surface's 
C to inform the database of the external array's format. If 
C this routine is not called, the default is (*,O,O), ie. a 
C big enough 1-D array. 
CALL IOMEMBER(l,'SURF','VERT',ISURF,VERTEX) 
C •••.. To load the same data from the database to the array 
C VERTEX 
CALL FORMAT(20,20,3) 
CALL IOMEMBER(O,'SURF','VERT',ISURF,VERTEX) 
,{ 
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l I 1 0 154 2 15.6 CONTENT I i • d. ( I ength J ll'orwar-d lbackwar-d 34.9 -15. number') pointer) pointer) lr'edJ I><) I 1::1 I (z J 
Diagram 4. 
: .. 
. . . ". . . 
. . ' .. . . 
·-. . . 
. . - . 
. . . , ~" . . . . . . . . . . 
• • •. • • I • • • 
. . :: · ... ·. . . . 
. . . . 
The entity header or VECTOR 
LOCAL I 2 3 4 5 8 7 ADDRESS 
CONTENT "VECT" 21 0 56 143 17 
LOCAL 8 9 JO I 1 12 13 14 ADDRESS 
CONTENT "COLO" 5 1 1 0 ., 0 
LOCAL 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 ADDRESS 
} 
CONTENT "XYZS" 6 z 6 0 Q 
The rirst VECTOR en~it~ 
GLOBAL 143 144 145 146 147 148 159 ADDRESS •••••• 
1 17 0 154 2 CONTENT C i • d. crorword (beck.word ( I engthl rredJ ><,~,z, ><,y,z number-) point;erJ pointer) 
Diagram 5 
-~ 
. . . 
... 
.. .: . , . 
. 
. . 
· .. •,. · ... ·~. ·.·-· ·.· .. ··. !,.· 
. . :· ... -:- ........ • . .' .. · . . 
. . . • . . . ., . : • . .. = . : ; . 
: 
.. . 
. 
. . 
. . 
. 
. . 
. . 
. 
' . 
:The entity header or CURVE 
t 
.-.J 
-~ 
LOCAL J 2 ADDRESS 
CONTENT "CURV" 
LOCAL 8 9 ADDRESS 
CONTENT "COLO" 
LOCAL 15 18 ADDRESS 
. 
CONTENT "NUMB" 
LOCAL 22 23 ADDRESS 
CONTENT "VERT" 
The r1rat CURVE entlt~ 
GLOBAL 143 1~4 ADDRESS 
l 1 1 CCNTENT ( i .d. 11 engthl number-1 
3 1 
28 0 
10 I l 
5 1 
17 18 
6 1 
24 25 
7 2 
145 148 
0 1!541 
fl'orwar-d (backward 
pointer-) pointer-J 
Diagram 6. 
5 8 
58 143 
12 13 
1 0 
19 20 
. 
1 0 
26 27 
-e 3 
147 141fB 
2 4 
Ired) Cnumbl 
} 
7 
7 
14 
0 
21 
0 
2B 
" 
\ 
0 
-
149 150 ••• 
a • • • • • • txyzl 
, 
. . 
. 
, 
-. 
. . ~ 
- ~ 
.-· -
. . 
" ·: , 
. . . 
. . . . 
. . ... , . . : . 
. 
. . . . . 
•: 
. . \ 
The entity header or SURFACE 
. . 
LOCAL I z 3 4 ADDRESS 
CONTENT .. SURF" 91 0 
• I I "COLO"... • ••• ent I tw Po r nt; I 
LOCAL 15 18 l7 18 ,J)QRESS 
CONTENT "Nu.AU" 8 l 
LOCAL 22 23 2~ 25 ADDRESS 
CONTENT "NWV" 7 1 
. . LOCAL 29 30 31 32 ADDRESS 
CONTENT 
-~" 8 l 
LOCAL 38 37 38 39 /\DORESS 
CONTENT .. NGOV., 9 1 
! 
I 
Diagram 7.a 
• 
5 B 
92 1'43 
19 20 
I 0 
28 27 
1 0 
33 3~ 
I 0 
440 41 
l 0 
"1 
I J 
21 
0 
28 
0 
35 
\ 
0 
"12 
0 
( 
. 
.. 
. . 
. . : . : . . . . 
. . : .... . . 
•• 
. . . 
. . ·- . 
... . 
. . . . .. . 
. . ... 
. . ... . 
. . 
. 
... 
Continue or the entity header or SURFACE 
LOCAL 43 44 45 46 47 ADDRESS 
. 
CONTENT "·~·SGU" 10 l l j ~ • 
LOCAL 50 51 52 53 s .. ADDRESS 
CONTENT "NSGV" l I l 1 
LOCAL 57 58 59 60 81 ADDRESS 
CONTENT "SGUZ" 12 2 
- 10 
. LOCAL 64 65 66 67 68 /\DORESS 
CONTENT "SGV2" 13 2 • l 1 
• 
LOCAL 71 72 73 74 75 AOORESS 
CONTENT 
"VERT" J ,4 2 ·8 
Diagram 7.b 
~8 
0 
55 
0 
82 
2 
69 
• 
2 
76 
·7 
. 
49 
0 
58 
0 
63 
:.. 
0 
70 
' 
0 
77 
3 
. . 
. 
' . 
. 
. . 
•,. ~· 
. .;4 
. . 
. . . : . . 
·. 
. . . 
.. . . . 
. :•.: . 
: 
. ·. ;; . , 
. . . . ' . . . 
.. . . . :· . .. . . . : . .: . ~ . : . . . . .. 
. . . . . 
. . , . 
Continue or the entity header or SURFACE 
LOCAL ~ 78 79 80 Bl B2 83 84 ADDRESS 
CQI\JTENT "SGUS" 15 1 -a 0 0 
LOCAL es 86 87 88 89 90 91 ADDRESS + 
CONTENT "SGVS" 16 1 -9 0 0 
.... 
The rirse SURFACE entity / 
GLOBAL 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 ADDRESS 
l 250 0 39~ 2 4 4 " 3 CONTENT ( i • d. I length) <rorward (backwcrc f r-edJ Cnumul Cnumvl {ngdul number) pointer) pointer) 
. 
GLOB/\L 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 •••• ADDRESS 
CONTENT 3 4 4 157 163 171 (ngdvl Cnsgul lnsgvJ • • • • • • • 
. 
Diagram 7.c 
-.. : ., . . ..--::. 
. . 
. . 
. . . . . 
. . 
...
... 
. . . ·. . 
.. . . . . ·. . .. 
. . 
. . ... 
. . . .,_ 
·. 
., . . 
• 
The entity header or SURFACE-POINT 
LOCAL 1 2 3 4 5 e 7 ADDRESS 
CONTENT "SPO l" 35 0 58 143 18 
• • I ... - ~ 
••• '"COLO" •• ·: 
.._ 
"XYZS" •the same as-\~hot is In the point entitw> 
LOCAL 22 23 Z4 "~ 26 27 28 ADDRESS 25 
CONTENT "PSUR•• 1 I 1 1 0 0 
LOCAL 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 AOORESS 
•! 
CONTENT "UUVV" 12 2 2 0 \ 0 
The ri~st SURrACE·POINT en~ltw 
GL0Bt\L 1'43 1-4 .. 1 ... 5 146 1~7 148 1544 158 AOORESS • • • • • • 
I 16 0 1541 2 CONTENT I I • d. 1rorword lbackwCJl""d X,Y,Z I u,v I length> I r-ed I numberl polnt:er> pointer) 
• 
Diagram 8. 
-~ 
. . 
- . 
.. : . . . . . \ .. 
... : .... :· : ... 
-
' 
. 
. . . . 
·. . . .... . . . 
.. .. ·, . . . . f 
The entity header or SURFACE-CURVE 
LOCAL 1 2 3 4 ADDRESS 
CONTENT "SCUR• 35 0 
..... COLOw ••• 
LOCAL 15 18 l7 IS ADDRESS 
CONTENT "PSUR., e I 
LOCAL 22 23 2-4 25 ADDRESS 
CONTENT "NUMB" 7 I 
LOCAL 29 30 31 3Z ADDRESS 
CONTENT .. VERT .. B z 
The rtret SUArACE·CURVE entltw 
GLOBAL 143 1'4~ 1415 1448 ADDRESS 
1 2-4 0 154 CONTENT I I .d. cror•ord lboc:kword C I engt;t, I 
number-I po I nt;e,...J pointer> 
Diagram 9. 
5 ~e 
56 143 
19 20· 
1 0 
28 27 
1 0 
33 34 
-7 2 
147 148 !49 
2 I 4 
lredJ fpeurJ lnurnbl 
7 
a 
2J 
0 
2S 
0 
35 
0 
, 
150 
151 
\ 
••• 
••• 
. . . 
. . 
. 
. . 
... 
. .
• • I • \ •1 
The entity header or GENERAL-BOUNDARY 
LOCAL 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 ADDRESS 
. 
CONTENT "GBOU" 35 0 56 143 a 
••• "COLO" ••• 
LOCAL 15 18 17 18 19 20 21 ADORESS 
CONTENT ••PSlJR" 8 l 1 0 0 
LOCAL 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 ADDRESS 
( 
CONTENT "NUMB .. 7 J I 0 0 
LOCAL 29 30 31 32 33 3~ 35 ADDRESS 
\ 
CONTENT "SCUR" a 1 -7 0 0 
• 
The rlrst GENERAL-BOUNDARY entitw 
GLOBAL 143 li4~ 145 146 147 1~8 149 150 ADDRESS • • • 
J 12 0 15~ 2 1 4 CONTENT I I .d. f I engt:h I 1rorward lbackword 151 lredl lpsurl (numb I • • • n\Jfflbe~J pointer> pointer-I 
Diagram 10. 
• • I • I 
. . .. . . . . 
. . .. 
. .. . . . . 
. ·.. . -., ··~. .. . . . . . ... ,. . 
. .... . .. " . .. . . . 
~•'••• •• •_,t• .: • •II • I • • • 
... '•. • • • •. • .:J:: ••• ,, t• .,.,, ,, • • • • • • I • I • 
. ~ 
(X) 
. 
.. 
. . 
. 
. . 
• • • • • l • 
. . . . . 
. . . . . 
I 
: 
. . . 
. 
. 
.. . . . . . 
MAIN MENU 
~---------------{!) 
r-------------~ I 
I 
! r----------~ 
I I 
I I 
C • CREATE-----------·---! I I i--------© 
E • ED IT ------------- -----J I 1 
0 - OR I ENT ----------- --------1 1 
D - DELETE ----------- ----------.J /;;\ 
B - BLANK/UNBLANK------------------------'2) 
V - VIEW-------------------------, SP - SYSTEM PARAMETER~·----------, r 
FM - FI LE MANAGE-------------, f I ® NM - N/C MACHINING I I L------ 6 
EX I T - EX I T : I 
I I 
I L--------{z) 
I 
I !. __________ -® 
--D i agram 1 1 • 
.... 
. 
. . . . 
. . ..· . 
.. 
. . 
.. 
. 
. 
.. . . . .• 
.. . . ·:. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
. 
•:. . . . 
. . . 
,---
1 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I r 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I ,__.. ___ _.... ____ _,..,
P - POINT--------- I 
V - VECTOR -------- _, 
C - CURVE--------- -, S - SURFACE L 
SP - SURF'ACE POINT -- -, SC - SlffACE CURVE -- 1 I GB ... GENERAL BOUNDARY I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
t 
I 
.__ 
·---
CREATE ·MODE 
S • SCREEN POSITION 
K • KEY IN E • EXISTlflO POINT 
EP • ENO POINT ------- ------
V • Oil PO I NT ON VECTOR 
C • Oil POINT c»-1 CURVE 
S • EN> POINT ON CP • Cl.AVE PO I NT 
SP • SURF ACE PO J NT SCP· Sl.AFACE·CURVE 
POINT 
S • SCREEN POSITION 
K - ~EV IN 
voe - VECTOR ON CURVE 
VOSC • VECTOR ON -----SURFACE CURVE 
Stff'ACE CURVE 
T • TAN TO Tt£ CLflVE 
- --- • 0 • ORTHOGANAL TO THE 
Cl.AVE 
S • SCREEN POSITION 
K • KEY IN 
.. 
A - AUTO 180TH END CUWATURES s OJ 2V • INPUT BOTH END 
• .I 
CP • CONTROL PO I NTS - - -INTERPOL/\TINO 
CV • CONTROL VERTICES --
ENTERING CC• COPY FROM ANOTHER CURVE 
E • EXISTING POlNT 
EP • Ehll POINT 
CP • CLRVE POINT 
SP • SURI'" ACE PO I NT 
SCP - Sl.RF" ACE· Cl.JAVE 
VECTORS 
• INPUT STAATJNG EM> VECTOR IENDlNG EN) CURVATURE: 01 --i SE~CT ••• r- SV 
EV • J NPUT END J NG END 
VECTOR ISTAATINO END CURVATURE: 01 
C • CLOSED 
CSC • COPV FRC* SURFACE CURVE 
S • SCREEN POSITION 
K • KEY IN PARAMETER E • EXISTING SIJRP"ACE 
POINT 
IS· INTSEC PT BETWEEN 
ISO PAR·CURVISI 
& SURF(SI 
U • Ct.FIVE ALONG U-0 
I I SOPARAMETR l CI 
V • Cl.AVE ALON8 V-0 
I I SOPARAMETR f CI 
A • ARBITRARY -------P • PROJECTING CURVE I • INTERSECTION CURVE 
POINT 
,---· 
--~-' 
S - SCREEN POSITION 
k • l<EY IN 
E • EXISTINJ POINT 
EP ·ENDPOINT CP - CURVE PO I NT SP - SURFACE POINT SCP - SURFACE·C~VE 
POINT 
• 
Diagram 12 • 
' 
.. . . 
• • • I 
. : . \ . . 
... :··~ . . . ... 
. 
. 
•, . 
,. t • • • • • ,_• • •• • • • • e • e e • I • {- • •• • •• • • .• : • !· • • • • • • •• • • 
\ 
. 
. . 
. . . .. . . . . . : . 
. 
. . . . . . . . . 
(X) 
0 
. . 
. . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
P - POINT 
V - VECTOR 
C - CURVE-------------------
S - SURF ACE ------------- -, 
SP - SURFACE POINT l 
EDIT MODE 
CP - CONTROL POINTS 
CV - CONTROL VERTICES 
RFD - REVERSE FLOW DIRECTION 
SC - SURFACE CURVE 1 
GB - GENERAL BOUNDARY l_ N _ NUMBER OF GRID 
V - CHANGE CONTROL VERTICES 
t 
Diagram 13. 
. . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . . . 
. .. 
:.,_--= _ _;. , • 
. 
• 
• • • • =:: 
.... : .._ . . 
.. . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . 
.-~ • ... · ...• · ... i· ....... ·· .. · •.. 
•. •. . ..... ·, • .. .. .. . • l . • . . • • . . • 
. - ... . . . : . - . .. . .•, . . . . . . 
OY 
.... 
. . 
.. 
. . .. •. . ... . . 
. . : . :· . . . 
. . . . . 
. ·.·. \ ~ 
.. . 
. . . 
. . . 
® 
P - POINT 
V - VECTOR 
C ... CURVE 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
S .... SURFACE 
SP - SURFACE POINT 
SC - SURFACE CURVE 
GB - GENERAL BOUNDARY 
., 
. . 
.. . 
. . 
. . 
ORIENT MODE 
- TRANSL A TE · .. ., 
- SCALE------t- M - MOVE 
- ROTATE----~~ C - COPY 
\ 
Diagram 14. 
. . . 
• • • • • I 
.. ;.:.~:\. . . · .. 
. . 
. . .. 
. . 
. 
;· •• '. •• ..: • ·; :·:. • • .... • • • i' • ·: • •• 
• ~ • • I • \ •' I ' -. \, ' 
. .. 
' (X) 
I l\) 
. . 
... 
. . . . 
. . 
. . . 
DELETE MODE 
0 
f 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
A - ALL OF THE ENT l T I ES r 
S - SELECT BY TYPE------J 
AT - ALL OF THE TYPE----, 
AB - ALL BUT THE TYPE---1 
I 
I 
p 
- POINT 
V - VECTOR 
C - CURVE 
. s - SURFACE 
SP - SURFACE 
SC - SURFACE 
GB - GENERAL 
: P .. POINT 
POINT 
CURVE 
BOUNDARY 
I V - . VECTOR l C .. CURVE L----· S - SURF ACE 
~ 
SP - SURFACE POINT 
.. · 
5 - SCREEN POSJTlON 
-- N - BY ID NUMBER A .. ALL 
SC - SURFACE CURVE 
GB· GENERAL BOUNDARY 
Diagram 15. 
., 
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. 
. 
. 
. . 
. . 
. . .. ~·:.. .. . 
: ., -··. . . ' . ·. 
.. . . . . . 
... . . . . . . ~ .... . . . . . .. 
• •,• • • • • f t • • • .. : • : • •, I•, • # • ,•, • • 
• • I • • • • • • • I • 
. ·. . . . 
. . 
. ~ 
. 
. . . 
()) 
. w 
. . . 
. 
. . . . 
. . 
. 
® 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
BLANK/UNBLANK MODE 
I P - POINT 1 A - ALL OF THE ENTITIES V - VECTOR 
U - UNBLANK ... _. S - SELECT BY TYPE------~, C - CURVE 
B - BLANK AT - ALL OF THE TYPE --- ~,- · 5 • SURF ACE 
AB - ALL BUT THE TYPE--- .. J SP - SURrACE POINT 
SC - SURFACE CURVE 
GB - GENERAL BOUNDARY 
Diagram 16 
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. . .. 
. . . . . 
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. . . . 
. . . . . . 
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"•e• •• L .. •,.• ,,--( • • •• 
. .. . . .... .... .. . . . . . . . . 
.. \ . .. .. :: . ~ .. •. . ... 
! 
. . . 
. . . 
. . .. 
. . 
.. . 
. 
. . . 
• 'I, 
. 
. 
. . 
. 
. 
® 
t 
' I t 
I 
I 
f 
t 
AU· AUTO SCALE r---
z • ZOOM IN I 
S - VIEWING SCALE : 
VN • VIEW NUMBER I 
DV - DYNAMIC VIEW-------~ 
MC - MOD I FY COLOR---
p • POINT 
V - VECTOR 
VIEW MODE 
X ·ROTATE)( AXIS y 
.. ROTATE V AXIS 
z • ROTATE Z AXIS 
L • MOVE LEFT R • MOVE RIGHT 
' u • MOVE UP 0 • MOVE OOWN 
F • TWICE THE SPEED 
w • HALF THE SPEED 
M - MINUS (REVERSEJ 
THE ROTATION DIR. 
E • EXIT 
1 - BLUE 2 .. REC 
C • CURVE 
L s - SURF'ACE 
SP - SURFACE POINT 
... 
3 • PINK 
4 - GREEN 
-{SELECT ••• ~- To·_ L62~~8~REEN 
. . . SC· SURFACE CURVE 
GB - GENERAL BOUf\OARY 11 • VIOLET + 1~ - YELLOW · 
15 - WHITE ' 
. . 
Diagram 17. 
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·I . . . . • . . 
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. . . . .. . .. . . 
. . . . 
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• • e I 
. 
. . 
. . . . ; ....... ,.. . . . . . 
. . . . ' 
. . 
00 . . 
V\ 
. 
. . . 
' . 
.. 
. . 
SYSTEM PARAMETER MODE 
© 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
AO - ARRAY DIMENSIONS WP - WORKING PLANE RT .. RENDERING 
TOLERANCE 
IT - INTERSECTION 
TOLERANCE 
E · ERASE ON/OFF------~--} 0 - ON 
A - AXES ON/OFF-------·--- ---- F - OFF C - CURRENT COLOR 
Diagram 18. 
• 
.. : 
. . 
. : ' . . . -. . 
. 
' 
. 
. 
. .- . . . . 
. . .. "'· 
. . . ' . . 
,,,_ • -.• I • • • • • • ' 
. ' . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . 
I 
. 
FILE MANAGE MODE 
® 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
MFI - MODELING FILE 
INPUT A - AUTO OUTPUT 
UF - UN I VERSAL F I LE-.. -------- M - MANUAL OUTPUT OUTPUT 
RN - RENAME CURRENT 
FILE 
Diagram 19. 
' ' . 
. . . . 
. . - . 
. ·. ". . . . . 
• • • • • • • I I 
. . 
.•·.fl•".., I :" • • •. • • • 
. . . .,. .·. 
. .· . . : •.·· 
, 
. . ... . 
. . . 
. . .. 
0) 
~ 
.. 
. . 
. 
. 
ENTITY 
DEF IN 1 -
TION 
INTERACTIVE 
OPERATION 
CONTROL 
ENTITY 
VIEWING 
AND 
DISPLAY-
ING OPE-
RATION 
( 
DATA BASE 
MANAGEMENT 
Diagram 20. 
ENTITY 
MANIPU-
LATION 
. ~ : . 
·• .· . 
. . .: . ·, 
. . .. . : 
MISCE-
LLANEOUS 
CALCULA-
TIONS 
+ 
\ 
\ 
.. 
Table la 
[ B . J=[ b T bk T bl T b TJ n1 J m 
n-1= • J k I I = m 
l i 1 2 3 4 
2 l 
1 5 6 7 • 
2 8 9 10 4 
l 1 5 l i 12 
3 2 8 i3 14 7 
3 i5 16 10 4 
l 1 5 1 l 12 
2 8 13 17 12 
495960 0 0 n-2 15 18 14 7 
n-1 15 16 iO 4 
5969700 C 3--(n-2) 15 18 I 17 12 
. b; . bi . i 
' 
l - l 3 -3 1 10 - 7 ;· 4 3/ 4 3/ 4 l / 4 
2 3 -6 3 0 1 l -11/12 3/2 0 0 
3 -3 3 0 0 12 1/6 0 0 0 
4 l 0 0 0 1 ..::: / ;· l 2 -5/ 4 1 / 4 7 / l 2 
5 7 ·4 ./ -q/2 3 0 14 - 7 ;· i 2 l /2 1 /2 l /E 
6 - l 3/2 0 0 15 -· 1 /6 l /2 - 1 /2 l /6 
7 1/4 0 0 0 16 i v·12 -514 -114 71 i 2 
8 - J /'4 ~/4 -~/4 l /4 17 - i /2 1 /2 i /? l/R 
g 1 -3/2 0 1/2 18 i /2 - l 0 2/3 
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